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Resource
• Literature

• CEN data (2011 Jan. ~ 2018 Aug.)
- Seizures made at FZs

- Seizures of goods coming from another country’s FZs

• Workshops/Field studies (Aug. 2018 ~ May 2019)
- Regional workshops in AMS region (Aug. 2018), MENA region (Jan.2019), Europe and 

A/P region (May 2019)

- Field studies to 11 countries covering 6 WCO regions 

• WCO online Survey (Jun. 2018)
- 61 responding Members from 6 WCO regions. 44 members have FZs, in total 2,320 FZs
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• Multitude of publications written on topic of FZs by international 
organizations, business organizations, and academics. 

• Many of them have dealt with this issue from an economic 
development perspective, typically identifying economic incentives 
offered by FZs and describing their impact on national economies. 
(e.g., FIAS (2008), Gari (2011), or Tiefenbrun (2013))

I. Characteristics and economic benefits of FZs (Literature)
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C: “Customs 

warehouse” and 

“Inward processing”

F: Free 

Zone

O: Other characteristics     

not directly relevant to 

customs administration

C: characteristics of “Customs 
warehouse” (Annex D 1 of RKC) 
and “Inward processing” (Annex 
F1 of RKC)

F: characteristics unique to FZs   
(Annex D2 of RKC) : a developed 
form of “Customs warehouse” 
“Inward processing”

O: Other characteristics             
(e.g., Exemption of income tax, 
Unrestricted use of foreign 
currency/worker, Unrestricted 
transfer of money abroad

• FZs has characteristics directly relevant to Customs 

procedure/controls (C, F), and often in addition, characteristics not 

directly relevant to Customs procedure/control (O)

I. Characteristics of FZs
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I. Characteristics of FZs:  directly relevant to Customs procedures/controls

Examples of characteristics
C: characteristics of 

“Customs warehouse” 
(RKC SA D1)

Suspension of import duties and other indirect taxes on goods brought from 
abroad/domestic market into the zone. Typically based on provision of financial security 
(bond) to Customs. 

C: characteristics of 
“Inward processing” 
(RKC SA F1)

Suspension of import duties and other indirect taxes on goods brought from 
abroad/domestic market, if the goods are intended for manufacturing/processing and 
actual subsequent exportation of the processed goods. 

F: characteristics unique 
to FZs (RKC SA D2)

Goods inside the zone are regarded as being ‘outside the Customs territory’ only in 
terms of duty/tax aspects (definition)
Duty/tax exemption is applied upon entry into zone (Standard 8)
- The entry of goods from domestic market to inside zone is regarded as an ‘export’ in 

terms of duty/tax
- The fact or intention of actual exportation abroad is not prerequisite for duty/tax 

exemption
Provision of financial security (bond) to Customs is not required when goods are 
admitted into the zone (Recommended Practice 10)
Processing/manufacturing operations are allowed (Standard 12)
Typically, exemption of duty/tax for materials and capital goods consumed inside the 
zone (Standard 13)
Unlimited duration for goods to stay inside the zone (Standard 14)Copyright © 2019 World Customs Organization. 
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Based on the both characteristics (directly and not directly 
relevant to Customs procedure/control), it is assumed that FZs 
generate economic benefits, including trade facilitation. 
e.g., FIAS (2008) points to: 

• Export development and diversification

• Employment generation

• Attracting foreign direct investment

• Increasing foreign exchange earnings

• Industrial upgrading and technology transfer

• Workforce upgrading and skills development
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I. Economic benefit of FZs
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Illicit activities (literature)
• Various literature have pointed out illicit activities exploiting FZs

e.g. OECD & EUIPO (2018), The Economist (2018), Viski et al. (2016), INTERPOL (2014), ICC (2013), FATF (2010) etc.

• Literature focusing on illicit activities have several things in common; tend to 
highlight the fact that supervision over cargoes/companies in FZs is relaxed in 
comparison with other parts of the national territory, including the following 
factors :

- Relaxed controls in FZs

- Insufficient Customs’ involvement in the operation of FZs 

- Ease in setting up companies inside FZs

- Insufficient integration of IT systems by governmental agencies in FZs

• E.g., in EU, the allegations that FZs are used for illicit activities led to designation 
of FZs as a new “Risk Factor” for money laundering (July 2019). EU parliament 
report even proposed “urgent phasing down” of FZs (March 2019)
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Main points made
OECD & EUIPO 
(2018)

• quantitative analysis on relationship between FZs and counterfeit goods.
• outlined the positive correlations between the ‘export value of counterfeit goods’ as the dependent variable

and the ‘existence of a FZ‘, ‘number of FZs’ and ‘number of firms operating in FZs’, meaning that each of these
variables increased the export value of counterfeit goods.

The Economist 
(2018)

• established indices for assessing countries’ vulnerability to illicit trade.
• Of the four indices, one index focused on ‘free trade zones’, based on case studies of five prominent FZs.

Viski et al. 
(2016)

• among the four major international non-binding agreements which regulate dual-use goods possibly used for
proliferation of WMD, most do not explicitly capture FZs in its guidelines (except Wassenaar arrangement)

• outlined several historical cases of illicit trade
Interpol 
(2014)

• exploring historical cases of tobacco smuggling,
• pointed out a lack of clarity regarding the jurisdiction of Customs inside FZs, their responsibility and control

inside FZs, and relative ease with which legal entities inside FZs were established
ICC (2013) • documented anecdotal cases and alleged that FZs were being used as distribution/manufacturing facilities for

counterfeit goods.
• revealed that, particularly in the context of transit and transshipment, the repacking/relabeling operations

within FZs in combination with relaxed regulatory oversight were enabling the proliferation of counterfeit
goods.

FATF (2010) • introduced cases in which tenants in FZs were related to money laundering or even terrorism.
• identified several factors as enabling FZ-related money laundering, including cash transactions inside FZs, lack

of integration between FZ authorities and Customs’ IT systems, and lack of due diligence and compliance
record checks at the initial admission phase of companies into FZs.
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Illicit activities (literature)



• In WCO CEN database too, existence of illicit trade is observed.

• Over 600 reported seizures made at FZs (over 1,300 after excluding an 
outlier) during the period of 2011~ 2018 Aug.
*Depend on reporter’s ticking the word ‘free trade zone’ when reporting seizures 

• Unable to derive robust conclusion with this statistically insignificant data; 
the CEN reporting is for intelligence purpose

• However, even with this restricted sample size, Global nature and Variety of 
illicit trade associated with FZs are notable  
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Source: CEN data (2011 ~ 2018 Aug.)

Unit: Number of cases
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Seizures reported to CEN



• Seizure made at FZs

• Global nature is observed: not only Intra-Regional seizures, but also Multi-
Regional seizures* 

*Seizure for goods coming from outside the region where the seizure country belongs
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Source: CEN data (2011 ~ 2018 Aug.)

Unit: Number of seizures
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Seizures reported to CEN
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Seizures reported to CEN
Only for showing at screen
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• Seizure of goods coming from another country’s FZs

• Global nature is observed similarly

Source: CEN data (2011 ~ 2018 Aug.)

Unit: Number of cases
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Seizures reported to CEN
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Unit: Number of cases
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Only for showing at screen

II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Seizures reported to CEN



• Variety in types of illicit trade is also notable: e.g., tax evasion, IPR, drugs, 

weapons, cultural goods, money laundering
CEN data
Reported seizures made at FZs (total 626 
seizures*)(unit: # of seizures)
*After excluding one unusually-large reporting country
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CEN data
Reported seizures of goods coming 
from another country’s FZs (total 85 
cases)(unit: # of seizures)

WCO Online Survey 
(unit: # of responding Members)

Question: ‘What kinds of detection or seizure of illegals goods 
related to FZs have you performed? ‘
(responses out of 61 responding Members)

Source: CEN data (2011 ~ 2018 Aug.)Source: CEN data (2011 ~ 2018 Aug.)
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Types Description

Tax evasion 

(Missing cargo)

Chemical manufacturers operating in an FZ had inventory of pesticide for re-export. At inspection, it turned out that the 

pesticide had been replaced by water and had been smuggled into the domestic market without an import declaration.

Tax evasion 

(Missing cargo)

Shortage of weight of tobacco from a check of the balance of a plant’s account book, which led to fines of over 

USD40,000. An on-site visit and comparison between the account book and physical inventory revealed the missing 

inventory.

Tax evasion

(Missing cargo)

Goods inside FZs were found to be missing after a routine Customs inspection of unreported processing/waste account

books. The tax evaded was over USD 700,000.

Tax evasion

(Anti-dumping

duties)

A company brought goods from abroad and stored them inside FZs to wait until anti-dumping duties were lifted, without

importation to the domestic market. The company exploited the FZ’s characteristic of unlimited duration for a cargo’s

storage in FZs.
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• Instances of ‘missing cargo’ inside FZs are frequently observed. 

II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Anecdotal illicit trade cases

Types Description
Drug Over 30kg of heroine was found from cargo at a port which was intended to enter a FZ next to ports

Drug Over 100,000 pieces of medicines containing narcotic substances were seized. The consignee was a company inside a FZ. 

• Serve as a reminder of the importance of Customs’ intelligence and 
monitoring of cargoes and companies inside FZs 
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Anecdotal illicit trade cases

Types Description

Tax evasion

(Anti-dumping

duties)

A company brought goods from abroad and stored them inside FZs to wait until anti-dumping duties were lifted,

without importation to the domestic market. The company exploited the FZ’s characteristic of unlimited duration for a

cargo’s storage in FZs.

Manufacturing

(Tobacco)

Genuine tobacco and fake tobacco (mixing wood carpentry) manufactured in an FZ were seized in the FZ. Half

(genuine tobacco) was bound for the domestic market with tax-evasion intentions, while the other half (fake tobacco)

was bound for export.

• In several cases, primary characteristics of FZs (e.g. unlimited duration of cargo stay 
inside zone, manufacturing operations) have been exploited

• In several cases, three or more countries were involved in the chain of 
transit/transshipment operations; necessity for intelligence sharing and international 
cooperation among Customs administrations

Types Description

Tax evasion

(Tobacco)

Tobacco in a container coming from the Middle East, arrived at an FZ in Asia, bound for Europe. Risk analysis and

intelligence exchange led to seizure of undeclared tobacco at a European country’s Customs.

CITES Live animals under CITES regulation came from country A in Africa, transshipped at country B in Asia, and bound for

country C in Asia, were seized at country B’s FZ.

Pneumatic

weapons

Nearly 200 pneumatic weapons (air/gas) were detected at country C. The goods were stored in country A’s FZ, came

through country B via land border, and were bound for an importer operating in country C.

Other Chicken originating in country A, and stored in a FZ of country B, came to an FZ in country C, where the packaging was

changed and the expiry date was extended before being exported to country D (unsecure area). The goods were detected

in the FZ of country C.
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II. Risks pertaining to FZs: Anecdotal illicit trade cases

Types Description Source
IPR Counterfeit machine-parts, which were manufactured in country A in Asia, came through an FZ in 

country B in the Middle East and came to another FZ in country B for storage, were detected by 

Customs based on intelligence provided by the right holder. Due to the obscurity in location of 

responsibility among governmental agencies inside the major FZs, the right holder tend to give up 

enforcement on goods in the major FZs and tend to seek enforcement on goods in other parts of 

the country.

IPR right 

holder

• In this case, due to obfuscation as to which governmental agencies have responsibility 
over FZs, the right holder gave up enforcement in a major FZ, and sought enforcement 
for goods that entered the domestic market. 



Exploring enabling factors for illicit trade: 

• Limited explicit recognition of FZs by international rules  

• Non-adherence to SAD2 of RKC

• The concept of “Extraterritoriality” of FZs: misinterpretation of RKC
 The incorrect impression results in situation observed as below 

• Customs’ low-level involvement and insufficient authority related to FZs

• Relaxed Customs controls related to FZs; and insufficient IT integration/utilization 

19
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III. Observation & analysis



• Limited explicit recognition of FZs by international rules
- In general, FZs have not been explicitly captured as scope of regulations by existing 

international conventions to counter illicit trade

- Exception: UN Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances (entered in force in 1990), Protocol to eliminate illicit trade in tobacco products  
(entered in force in 2018, using the definition of FZs under RKC) etc

• Non-adherence to SAD2 of RKC
- RKC is the sole international convention regulating Customs procedures

20
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• In several countries, FZs are formally regarded as outside the 
Customs territory; although this itself may initially appear 
unproblematic, it has broader implications

• In several countries’ legislation, application of usual Customs 
controls over goods in FZs is even explicitly excluded

Copyright © 2019 World Customs Organization. 
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If goods in FZs are considered as “out of Customs controls” (including 
inspections, document examinations, audits, seizures) altogether due to the 
concept of “extraterritoriality”, then this will become problematic

III. Observation & analysis: “Extraterritoriality”misconception
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III. Observation & analysis: “Extraterritoriality” misconception

• Definition of FZs under RKC SAD2 means that “goods” in FZs are 
considered as being outside the Customs territory solely with 
respect to import duties/taxes 

• does NOT mean the zone itself is “outside the Customs territory”. 
FZ itself falls within the Customs territory; 

• does NOT mean that goods in FZs is “outside the Customs 
territory” altogether not only for the purpose of application of 
duty/tax 
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Observation & analysis: Insufficient involvement & authority

• Customs’ involvement related to FZs is at low-levels 
- Often Customs is not represented at a board to decide on establishment of FZs; not 

involved in approving/screening tenants starting to operate in FZs

- Result of WCO online survey to Members:
- Almost 40% are not involved in establishing FZs (16 out of 44) , or in approving tenants in FZs (19 out of 44)

- Half are not applying AEO-type program to companies in FZs (25 out of 44)
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• Customs’ authority related to FZs is insufficient  
- Sometimes with only authority to inspect at entry to/exit from FZs; cannot enter FZs 

without concrete suspicion 

- Sometimes without authority to revoke license of tenants who perpetrated smuggling; 
FZs authority has such authority 

- Result of WCO online survey to Members:
- More than 20% of members have no authority to require periodical reports from companies inside FZs (9 out of 44 respondents)

- More than 20% of members have no authority to conduct audit on companies inside FZs (10 out of 44)
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Observation & analysis: “Relaxed” Customs control

Literature tend to point out Relaxed Customs procedure/controls. 
Author’s interpretation is as follows:
• Customs’ authority is limited to only at entry to/exit from FZs 

- Customs are inevitably unaware of what cargo is coming in/going out/being left, and who companies 
are; missing requisite data for risk management; less opportunity for onsite check 

• Simplified declaration/reporting requirements 
- No or simplified requirements for bookkeeping for goods inside FZs
- No requirement of goods declaration for entry from abroad to FZs or exit from abroad to FZs

• Unlimited duration of stay for goods inside FZs
• Undisclosed practice 

- e.g., reduced frequency of inspection/examination/audit Copyright © 2019 World Customs Organization. 
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If without requisite data for 
risk management, FZs might 

become a “blackbox”
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Conclusion
• Customs’ involvement in FZs operation is at low-level: at stage of 

establishing FZs, or approving tenants in FZs (compliance perspective)

• At day-to-day operation phase, Customs’ insufficient 
possession/utilization  of data and resultant weakened risk 
management leaves Customs controls in FZs inevitably relaxed.

• Behind Customs’ insufficient involvement prevails the concept of 
“Extraterritoriality” of FZs

• FZs fall within the Customs territory where Customs law applies; 
Customs control should be applicable and fully enforced

• Further discussions should be made on Customs procedures/controls 

• At operational level, international cooperation should be further 
strengthened, including utilization of CEN reporting
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Thank you
Mr. Kenji Omi (kenji.omi@wcoomd.org)

Technical Attaché, Research Unit

 The research paper is available at: 

http://www.wcoomd.org/-/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/research/research-paper-
series/47_free_zones_customs_involvement_omi_en.pdf?la=en (English version)

 Please provide the comments for the Free zone guidance :

to 

Satoko.Kagawa@wcoomd.org
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